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peak rarefactional pressure Pr.3 (in MPa) as:
Abslmct- Commercial ultrasound imagers must comply
with theFDA 510(k) regulations to he marketedin the USA.
Controlling the acoustic outputto meet these requirements
is complex. There are hundreds of thousands of discrete
operatingconditionsavailable
tothesonographer.
Accurate measurements require "peaking" of the hydrophone in
where fc is the center frequency of the pulse in MHz, and
azimuth and elevation, and acquiring data as a function of z s p is the range at which the pulse intensity integral PII.3
range. T h e acoustic Reid needs to be characterized in S direaches its maximum. The requirements that a manufacmensions. I t is impossible t o measure the imager's output
under each condition, so algorithmic means are needed t o turer must meet are twofold:
reduce the size
of t h e problem. Even when simple linear
The derated I,,,,
(spatial peak, temporal average
independencies (such a s pulse repetition frequency) are taken tensity) and MI ( a s well as the other indices TIS, TIB and
Ininto account, the time to obtain ThermalMechanical
and
bewithin the valuesspecified by theFDA.
dices for a new prohe is formidable. We also must repeat the TIC) are to
experiment each time changes are made to the transmitter For Track 3 machines (those with output display), I,,,
hardware, or its waveforms. We present further resuits on must not exceed 720 mWcm-2 and MI should be less than
how to speed the acquisition of d a t a used for estimation of
1.9.Astatisticaldefinition
of this limit is given in terms
the output labeling parameters by guiding the water-tank
of production sampling, which encourages accurate meameasurements with a beam simulator, The linearsimuiation u s e s t h e FIELD 11 code from the Technical University
surement. That is, the better we have the acoustic power
of Denmark [l]. The advantages and limitations of such an
controlled,
(in terms of machine-twmachine and probe-to
approach are detailed with reference to bracketing themaxprobe
variation)
the higher the mean acoustic output can
imum power search range. We also give an assessment of the
reliability of t h e simulated values in view of nonlinear ultra- be.Higher
acoustic powervalues producebetterimage
sound propagation. Nonlinear effects are especially dimcult
quality deep in the patient.
to simulate since water offers little attenuation to the harA meaningful display of MI, TIS, TIB and TIC isremonics generated during propagation. Quite frequently, this
quired for all modes.
nonlinearity is sumcient to redistribute the peak positions
of the various acoustic intensities.
These measurements are technically challengingin themKeywodultrasoundimaging,acousticpower,nonlinselves; also, the vast number of discrete operating condiearity, 510(k), simulation, exposimetry, output display stan- tions of a modern scanner precludes comprehensive meadard. bioeffects.
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surement. Sandstrom [3]cites the ATL HDI-5000 machine
as having 100,000 conditions per probe, and our experience
I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
is that this number can easily increase. In part, this huge
The acoustic output of commercial ultrasound scanners value comes from striving toprovide the clinician with hetis regulated in the USA by the Food and Drug Administra- ter image quality, and more preset settings appropriate for
tion (FDA) using a measurement standard defined by the different applications.
Compoundingtheproblem
is theeffect of nonlinear
NationalElectricalManufacturers'Association(NEMA)
[Z]. Somewhatsinlilarmeasurementsarerequired
by the sound propagation in water. In many imager settings, nonIEC in Europe. In the early 199Os, the American Institute linear propagation must be considered; this complicatesassessment of bioeffects since the MI and TI were conceived
of Ultrasound in Medicine(AIUM),NEMAandseveral
clinical organizations collaborated to develop the Output in a linear regime. For example, the pressure used for the
Display Standard (ODS), a standard governing the display MI may be far from the focus at high output levels [4]. In
tissue, harmonics are generated, but the higher harrnonof orI-screen acoustic power parameters.Theseindices
provide the physician with information on the probability ics attenuate quickly, and a balancebetweenabsorption
waveform
of bioeffects. The Thermal Index (TI) is an estimate of and generation is reached with only moderate
distortion.Regulatorymeasurementsaremade
in water,
the maximum tissue temperature rise for a given acoustic
The low attenoutput level, in steady-state conditions. It is generally p m and then derated by 0.3 dBcm-'MHz-'.
portional to the time integral of the squared pressure. The uation of water (compared t o tissue) makes simulation of
Mechanical Index ( M I ) is intended to gauge the likelihood sound propagation difficult in view of the large number of
etal. [5] haveproposeda
of nonthermal bioeffects, and is computed from the derated harmonicsgenerated.Madsen
tissue mimicking liquid t o replace derated water in these
CMWD [daftOieee.org],WML and KET are with GE Corporate measurementstoimprovetheirpredictive
value.Using
R&D. Schenectady, NY, USA.
such
a
medium
would
also
be
easier
t
o
measure
and simuM C " is with GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, W I , USA.
late.
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The measurement speed foreach discrete operating condition is determined by several factors, including:
Lateral and radial search range
Lateral and radial sampling density
Propagation time in water
Data transfer rate from oscilloscope memory
Settling time of the positioning system
The lateral and radial search range, and the sampling
density, will dependonwavelength,apertureandfocus.
Even with a judicious choice of operating conditions, the
measurement time for a single probe can extend to several
days.
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This solution makes the mild assumption that, the time
responseand h ( r ,t) areseparable.Thespatial
impulse
responserelates thetransducergeometrytoitsacoustic
field, and has the form:

In this equation,h(t)is in units ofvelocity potential divided
by time, u(x,v) is the normal component of the velocity of
the surface of the transducer, d ( z ,y ) is the time delay at a
11. A P P R O A C H
given point, B is the angle between the normal to dS‘ and
A . Method and goah
the field point, 4 0 ) is an inclination factor determined by
the
boundary condition, and R is the distance from dS’ to
\Ve wish t.o Improve the accuracy, traceability and (if
the
field
point at r. This integral can besolved analytically
possible) speed of our acoustic power measurements while
for
some
simple, circularly symmetric, sources.
adhering strictly to the letter and spirit
of the 510(k) specification. Our approach has been to:
C. Nonlinear eztension
1. Implement a linear simulator driven
by the ultrasound
Our nonlinear correction is derived from a solutionof the
imager’s parameters (F-number. focal positions, etc.) This
one-dimensional
Burgers equation
simulator is based on FIELD I! by Jmrgen Jensen [l].
2. Correct the linear predictions using a nonlinear model.
4 solution of the Burgers equation by Sigve Tjetta of the
University of Bergen was modified for the case of a focused
ultrasoundbeam.Details
of how this was donecanbe
where the depth is
z , the nonlinearity parameter is 8,
found in 161
c
. is the speed of sound in the medium, the retarded time
3. Investigate how well this compares with measurements
T = t - ./co,
and the normalized pressure p is
using a hydrophone and water tank.
4 . Calibrate several unknown parameters to match theexperimental data.
5 . Modelnonlinearitiesexplicitly using, for example, the
Here p, is the density of the medium and p0 is the amalgorithm developed by Wojcik et al. (71.
bient
pressure (see 161.)
tackled
items
1-3.
Thus far. we have
The initial goal
of this simulation is to prescribe a small volume in which
111. R E S U L T S
field measurements should take place. The results are valA
.
O
n
a
z
i
s
derated
pulse
intensity integral (PII.3)
idated against the large database of measurements we have
accumulated in preparing 510(k) submissions for each reFigure 1 compares the experimental datawith the simuvision of the imager. A very conservative standard for ac- lation. The measurements were done with a 0.4 mm diameceptance of the simulator’s results is obviously appropriate ter hydrophone attached to a motorized positioning system.
here. Another way t o use the simulator is to imagine it as The data comparesa 7 MHz linear probe in B-mode, along
an intelligent interpolator which accepts a smaller number the boresight of the probe. That is, the hydrophone is at
of measurements than we usually take, and provides data the center of the aperturein elevation, and at the
beam orion awiderselection of discrete operating conditions. In
gin in azimuth (the scanning direction). The data begins
this case, the input data can be thought of as a calibration a t Z,, the breakpoint in the range dimension. This range
to set values for poorly defined or simulated parameters. is the definition in the official specification of where nearAt present. the simulator considers a
verywideselection
fieldeffects end. In thegraph,measurementpointsare
of the operating parameters (,e.g,. transmit waveform, pomarked with an x, while a R indicates a simulated PII.3.
sition of focal zone. F-number, element directivity, etc.)
It is proportional to the integral of the squared pressure
generated by the probe, derated by 0.3 dBcm-’MHz-’
B. Linearsimulation
The simulation takes account of all of the nuances of the
well with measureThe linear simulation i n FIELD 11 is based on the con- imager’s programming, and compares
ment. After a point-spread function is computed by FIELD
volution method (see ill for details and assumptions.) In
this method, the transmitted pressure pT(r,t) can be ex- 11, the pressure is corrected for nonlinear effects.
To gain confidence in the simulator, comparisons were
pressed as the convolution of the probe’s spatial impulse
made
with a varietyof probes, and in all modes the imager
response h(r,t) and the time response of the transducer
supports. Figure 2 showsa comparison fora probe with
elements. expressed as a velocity v(t):
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Fig. 1. Comparing the predicted and measured pulse intensity intep a l (derated PI1.3). The measurements, made in a water tank
with a 0.4 mm diameter hydrophone, are plotted using cm-.
Predictions are indicated by squares. For this probe and condition, the agreement is very satisfactory.

range (mm)

Fig. 2. For the simulation to be useful, it must work fur all probes.
In this plot we test it for a tightly curved array. The graph
symbols are the same as in figure 1.

completelydifferent geometry-a
fi MHzmicro-convex.
Again. the result is encouraging. Figure 3 shows a plot from
a 5 MHz convex probe, where neither the beamformer's fe
cus (in azimuth) nor the elevation lens's
effect are dominant. In this case, the simulator does not predict the location of the second peak accurately. Section IV speculates
about possible causes of this lack of correlation between the
model and the measurement. These graphs are
useful to
compare specific imaging conditions, but we also need an
ovt:rdl view of the technique's effectiveness. A simulation
run will generate these data for every setting of the imager
that produces a unique acoustic power, in B-mode, Color
Flow and Doppler, for dozens of settings of the transmit
focal length. The next section describes
a way to visualize the accuracy over all the results for a given probe and
mode.

B. Overall accuracy of method

Fig. 3. Another comparison: here the foci from the beamformer and
theelevation lens are apparent. In every case, data is shown
for the values of azimuth and elevation that maximize acoustic
power.

One goal of this study is t o predict brackets, that is, a
small subset of the total volume in which to measure the
acoustic power. The current simulator's accuracy
at this
task is shown in figure 4, for a selection of possible focal is poorer. If the error bar is large, the simulation has had
is notdesirable,
positions from a 2.5 MHz phased array. The quantity com- difficultyin identifying thepeak.This
since
we
need
a
high
degree
of
certainty
that
the computed
pared is the same as before: the derated pulsed intensity
range
subsets
always
contain
the
peak.
integral.Thesimulationpredictsthecorrectbracket
in
The sheer quantity of data involved is illustrated in figevery case, when the nonlinear correction
is applied (the
ure 5 . This graph shows the results for a 7 MHz linear
brackets are denoted by the error bars, and delimited by
of
the -6 dB points of the simulated value.)Theactual pre- probe,operatedinB-mode.Whilethislargenumber
dicted value is shown by the dots in the figure; and the linedata-points requires careful book-keeping, it also allows us
of the
is simply y = I. If the simulation were perfect, this graph to draw statistical conclusions about the accuracy
would have all of the simulated values on the line of gradi- simulator.
This is a
ent 1 (y = x): then, the model matches the measurement.
Figure 6 shows a failure of thealgorithm.
most of the
While
If the dot deviates significantly from this line, the accuracy 10 MHz linear in Color Flow mode.
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7 MHzlinearin B-mode: Predlded and actual P11.3 maxima

I

Fig. 4
Theuppergraph
shows haw well t,he simulationpredicts
a small range to perform a faster measurement of the acoustic
power. The dots are the values of the predicted Pl1.3 maxima,
They are platted against the measured maxims, so they should
lie on the diagonalline.
The error bars g i w the simulation -6
dB rang-.
The lower graph gives an overview of the accuracy
in the estimation of PII.3. Once again, the plot symbols should
lie on the diagonal line.

simulation is acceptable, the two marked points fail badly.
At present, we do not know of any correlations between
probe dimensions or Frequency, and such disagreement in
the results. Similar behavior to the results in Figures 1-6
have been seen across several other transducers.

Fig. 5. O w presets produce a large selection of acuustic output levels
for each probe. This type of graph gives m overall View of the
reliability of the simulation.
10 MHz linear ln Calor Flow: Prsdided and actual PI1 3 maxima
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IV. DISCUSSION
The data presented (together with numerous other
resultsnotplottedhere)inspire
confidence that we are
presenting correct apertures to the
FIELD I1 simulator.
Since manyof the paramet,ersinvolved are time- and depthdependent,this is complex. Thepredictedbracketsare
encouraging,but in regulatoryacoustic powerwork, the
criterion for succes is very strict: we cannot afford to miss
any peaks if the technique is t o beuseful. The accuracy
of the predicted PII.3 values (rather than the brackets) is
less than we would like,
In order t o noticeably speed up theverification of a new
proheinscannedmodes,
we need to predict the spatial
overlap of successive beams. That quanti% a measure of
the amount of the dose delivered from beams pointing in
any direction, is needed to derive the scanned intensity integral (S11.3),and the final I,,, 3 . We cannot predict this
accurately with a linear simulation: the pressurewaveforms
we record with the hydrophone show significant shock loss
in an appreciablefraction of the casesmeasured.
Since
the nonlinear correction 161 assumes weakshock, the loss
of accuracy in certaincases is notsurprising.
A better
solution is an explicitly nonlinear model, such
as a finite
element simulation [7] to provide the needed accuracy For
these more challenging tasks.
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Fig. 6 The simulation's brackets do not always agree with our mesurernents The two points far from the diagonallineillustrate
this. Either these conditions violate the simulatorassumptions
too seriously, or the meesurement failed.

The effects of phase cancellation
on hydrophone readings
at Focus has not been studied. For high frequency probes,
this may affect accuracy. What is measured is the integral
over the effective aperture (perhaps0.5 mm in diameter for
our hydrophone), which we are comparing with the pressure at a point. Whether or not this is significant should
be investigated.
Another issue is how wellwe understand the behavior
of the real transducer aperture. In the scanning direction,
the amplitude and phaseacross the aperture is well known.
In order t o produce clinically useful images, these must be
tightly controlled. In elevation, the situation is much less

clear. T h e acousticlensmaterial is attenuating, and has
a
shape in a typical probe. T h e lens will therefore
tend to make the output from the center Of the
aperture smaller than at the edges. However, the piezo
electric ceramic may be clamped at its edges by the
case. This wouldhave the opposite effect on the
amPlitude profile. T h e size of eachoftheseeffects is unknown,
but could bemeasured by acousto-optictechniques. Another possibility is to estimate the effect by supplying the
simulator with measured elevation beam profiles at one or
two ranges. These fine corrections are best left until the
nonlinear model is complete.
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V. C O N C L U S I O N S
We have constructed a simulation of a real imager that is
capable of predicting a small range (1&15% of the normal
measurement range) in which to make regulatory measurements of PII.3. In order to expand its usefulness to other
acoustic power parameters, we need to improve the nonlinear simulation. Once the simulator is completely validated,
other applications become possible. One way of improving
our understanding of the statistics of the acoustic output
1s t o run the simulator
in a stochastic mode. Tolerances
in the transducer and electronics can then be propagated
into distributions for I,,,,.,., and MI. Comparing this with
our current sampled production test data
would provide
additional evidence that we have these crucial parameters
well controlled. Techniques such as Fast Probabilistic Integration 181 can estimate the fraction of the probes which
might exceed the regulatory levels with high computational
efficiency.
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